
CALIFORNIA COMPETITION WORKS PARTS FOR YOUR SPRINGFIELD XD

A. CCW 9/.40 5” XD Guide Rod G26-19967 $22.00
B. CCW .45 ACP 5” XD Guide Rod G26-19966 22.00
C. CCW XD Mag. Rel. Tapped 4/40 G26-14390 16.50

D. CCW XD Mag. Release 1.145” G26-14391 $15.00
E. CCW Long XD Mag. Rel. 1.250” G26-14389 15.00
F. CCW X Long XD Mag. Rel. 1.365” G26-19968 16.00
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THAT?”) and a muzzle flash that was noticeable
even on a bright, sunny day. The single-action trig-
ger pull was a hair under four pounds, and the
double-action pull a very manageable 12 pounds.
Initially, I’d set up my shooting bench with its Y-
rest, and cranked off five rounds (it’s a six-shot
revolver, but I like five-shot
groups) at a distance of 10
yards. The result was a tiny
group, about eight inches
directly below the point of
aim. Figuring that my rest posi-
tion may have somehow
skewed the results, I fired
another five rounds, this time
offhand. Again, another small
group, also inches low. 

One of my shooting bud-
dies, a retired engineer, did some quick calcula-
tions, and estimated that the front sight needed to
be lowered about .075-.080 inches. It’s always
good to have friends who are engineers; what they
may lack in social graces they make up for in
numerically detailed answers. 

Not wishing to perform sight surgery on a bor-
rowed gun, I contacted Charles Brown at MKS. He
explained that the Patriot .327 Federal Magnum
revolver was a top-priority rush project, from the
time Charter got wind of the new cartridge until
they had a product ready for market. They based

their front-sight calculations on
their existing .38 and .357
guns, and deliberately made
the front sight high (a la Single
Action Army) so adjustments
could easily be made by the
owner. A few minutes of gentle
hand filing at the range, and
you’re dialed right in. 

The Charter Arms Patriot is
ideally suited to a person who
wants the instinctive simplici-

ty of a revolver, but is averse to the recoil gener-
ated by such traditional wheelgun defense car-
tridges as the .357 Magnum, .44 Special or .45
Colt. It is strong, accurate, reliable, affordable
($455 MSRP) and comfortable to shoot. What
more could one ask?

43: Charter Arms Patriot .327 Magnum

800-762-3845 or 480-948-8009 • FAX 480-998-2786 • 24-Hour On-Line Ordering @ www.bluepress.com

At the range,
the Patriot didn’t

attract much 
attention…until I
pulled the trigger.

DP

Nobody likes to think about it, but should a seri-
ous hunting/shooting accident occur, chances

are the drugstore “first aid kit” you have stashed
under the seat of your truck won’t do much good.
That’s why Cavalry Arms Medical has produced trau-
ma kits designed by Armed Forces medics. 

The P.T.K. (Personal Trauma Kit) contains a 15-
gram package of Celox granules to control serious
bleeding, Nitrile gloves, a high-intensity Chem-Light,
Z-Pack gauze, and a six-inch Israeli Bandage
designed for easy self-application in the field. 

The A.T.K. (Advanced Trauma Kit) contains one
15-gram package of Celox granules, Nitrile gloves, a
CPR Face Barrier, two VioNex Anti-Microbial Wipes,
a high-intensity Chem-Light, two 4-inch Emergency
Bandages, one 4.5-inch Kerlix Roll, two 2-inch Ker-
lix Rolls, one 3-inch Elastic Bandage, and two 5 x 9-
inch Abdominal Pads. All contents of both kits are
currently in use by real-world combat medics.
CavArms Med. P.T.K. G26-19220 $29.95
CavArms Med. A.T.K. G26-19322 69.95

Cavalry Arms Medical Trauma Kits
NEW!NEW!
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